Unmatched Flexibility that Benefits Your Business

Unlocked by Samsung

Unlocked phones, unlocked potential.
Unlock a better, more flexible way of doing business. Unlocked by Samsung smartphones offer true mobility and empower productivity.
With Unlocked by Samsung smartphones, your business has the freedom to choose your carrier. You can reduce the number of different
smartphone models your organization uses, which simplifies IT. You can also take advantage of the portability of a handheld device in your
closed wireless environment, signing up for carrier service only when you need it. And of course, you get all those things with the features and
quality of genuine Samsung smartphones. Unlock your full business potential through the freedom of Unlocked by Samsung smartphones.

Unlocked by Samsung Smartphones Portfolio
Galaxy J3
An affordable, business-ready smartphone that allows businesses
to equip their entire workforce with a secure and professional device.

Galaxy J7
Combines affordability, smart business features and premium
styling to deliver efficiency and productivity for every enterprise.

Galaxy S7
Features native support for popular management tools, along with
the built-in, award-winning Samsung Knox security platform.

Galaxy S7 edge
Provides the security, productivity tools and ease of integration
businesses demand, all in an innovative curved screen design.

Galaxy S8/S8+
With infinity displays, Bixby and DeX, Samsung Galaxy S8/S8+
smartphones have been completely redesigned to help businesses
get more done in work and life.

Contact Us: samsung.com/unlockedforbusiness
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Unmatched Flexibility that Benefits Your Business

Unlock Freedom
Carrier or no carrier. It’s your choice. With Unlocked by Samsung smartphones, you have the freedom to choose what
works best for your employees.1 You can also standardize on one device across multiple carriers, greatly simplifying IT.
And no-contract Unlocked by Samsung smartphones can be customized for a company’s Wi-Fi only environment where
no carrier is necessary, combining the functionality of a tablet with the portability of a hand-held device. They’re ideal
for hospitals, warehouses, factories and retail locations.

Unlock the Mobile Device Experience
Unlocked by Samsung smartphones don’t come pre-loaded with any carrier apps, so you have a consistent UI, and
you can customize device software exactly the way you need it. Unlocked by Samsung smartphones are optimized
for U.S. carrier networks,2 with access to exclusive Samsung services like Knox and Samsung+ personal support.3
And every Unlocked by Samsung smartphone is backed by Samsung’s standard limited warranty.

Unlock Value
When everyone has the same UI, you have lower training, support and connectivity costs. You have the right contract
with the carrier of your choice, or even have no carrier at all. Software updates are easily managed, and you can
configure devices in bulk. And your unlocked devices are CapEx assets. With Unlocked by Samsung smartphones, you
save from start to finish.

Unlock Defense-Grade Security
The Samsung Knox security platform4 is embedded within the hardware to ensure security from the chip up, right out
of the box. Trusted by 29 governments and voted “most strong” by Gartner5, Knox features separate work and personal
container solutions that guarantee user privacy while encrypting sensitive corporate data, so you can keep what’s yours,
yours.6 Monthly updates keep your Unlocked by Samsung smartphones up to date with the latest security patches.
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Wireless voice, data and messaging services compatible with GSM networks such as AT&T and T-Mobile and certain regional carriers in the U.S. Not compatible with CDMA networks such as Verizon, Sprint and U.S. Cellular. Support for certain features and services, such
as VoWiFi and hotspot, vary by wireless service provider. See provider for details. 2Devices will work on any compatible network. Wireless voice, data and messaging services are compatible with most GSM networks such as AT&T and T-Mobile and CDMA networks such as
Verizon, Sprint and US Cellular. Support for certain rate plans, features and services such as VoWiFi and hotspot vary by wireless service provider. See provider for details. 3These features and more may not be supported by non-U.S. Samsung unlocked devices. Non-U.S.
refers to Samsung-branded devices intended for use in other countries and not imported or sold by Samsung Electronics America, Inc. 4Full Samsung Knox suite available for additional licensing fee. 5Hevesi, P. “Mobile Device Security: A Comparison of Platforms.” Gartner, Inc.
https://www.gartner.com/doc/3276422/mobile-device-security-comparison-platforms. 6Knox container solutions may come with an additional licensing fee.
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